
Attending to Dimensions of Wellness
Questions for assessment and action

The various dimensions of the self are interconnected, and wellness or imbalance in one area can impact
the other areas.¹ Use these questions as a starting point for assessing how you are faring in different

areas of your life, and for considering changes that could impact your holistic wellness.

EmotionalEnvironmental Spiritual

Physical

Laughter and joy are big

parts of wellness. Can you

connect regularly with a fun

person/people in your life?

Is there an exercise
activity/class or a sport that
you enjoyed in the past that
you might take up again? Or

a new one that you could
explore, either

independently or with
others?

Source:
1. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. (2017). Eight Dimensions of Wellness. Retrieved from
https://www.samhsa.gov/wellness-initiative/eight-dimensions-wellness

Social

Intellectual

Could you use some
support? There is power in

numbers with informal
friend groups, interest

groups, support groups
for various types of

survivors, LGBTQ, men's &
women's groups...to

name a few!

Can you tap into a

network that you've felt

drawn to previously, or

perhaps seek a place of

worship or an individual

practice that fulfills you

spiritually?

Outside of work, do you
have interests that

nurture your intellectual
creativity? What do you

like about them? Are
they worth making

more space for?

Could you adjust a thing or
two in your work or home

space (e.g. wall color,
lighting, clutter levels,
adding an essential oil
diffuser or wall art) to

make them  more
enjoyable?

Financial
Do you feel sufficiently

compensated for the work

you do? If not, can you

advocate for your financial

needs at work? If needed,

can you ask for support

from a trusted person to

help you navigate self-

advocacy?

Occupational
Does your work fulfill

you? If not, can you
identify any

conversations you could
have/behaviors you

could change that might
help you feel more

satisfied?
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